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Theorem 48. Let Z() and a be the same notations as before;

and let T(p) denote the definite integral

Then T(p) is not only a monotone decreasing function of p but also
a convex function of log p in the interval ap.

Proof. Let c be any finite value (inclusive of zero); let (p, c)
denote the number of c-points, with due count of multiplicity, of
Z(2) in the domain D{2:p<12[_<_} with a<p<; let (,c) de-
note the number of c-points of Z(a) at =, that is, let (,c)
be k or 0 according as c is 0 or not, on the assumption that the
point at infinity is a zero-point of order k of Z(); let C_;(=,o) de-
note C_ or 1 according as c is 0 or not; and let

(p, c) I (r, c)-( c)dr-( c) log p (a< p< ),
r

(P, c)----z- log dt (a <p<)
(pe-’), c

and

P(c)-log C_(,)I--I1-(’ c).1 log

where wemay and do assume that I1- (’ c)l log%/l+ 1
k

vanishes

at c=0. Then

c+P(c_]N(p, c)+m(p, c)-m(, c) (c0)
(N(p, O) +(p, O) (c- 0),

where N(p, c), N(p, c), re(p, c), (p, 0), and m(, c) are the same
notations as those used in Theorems 46 and 47. Let A be the Riemann
sphere, a sphere with unit diameter touching the complex 2-plane
at the origin 0, and dw(c) an areal element at a unique point on A
corresponding to a point c in that 2-plane. Since, as can be found
from the geometrical meaning of [z(pe-t), c,

log 1 dw(c)Q

is a positive constant irrespective of pe-‘ and Z, it is obvious from
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Theorems 46 and 47 that

where the last definite integral in the right-hand side is finite be-
cause of the fact that

27
(1/ r) 2

1 t1 (p’ c)dw(c) we find therefore by direct com-Putting S(p)---
putation that ’(p)- S(p) 0 for a(p(. Since, moreover, (p)O

p
dS(p)dp and T(p) -S’(p)p. Here S(p) is a mono-(p), T(p)--
d(log p)--

tone decreasing function of p in the interval ap according to
dthe definition of (p, c), so that T(p) 0 in that interval.
d(log p)-

With these results, the proof of the theorem is complete.
Theorem 49. Let T(2), Z(2), and a be the same notations as

those stated in Theorem 46; let the ordinary part R(2) of T(2) be
a finite constant , not 0; let c denote any finite complex number
different from $; let n(p, c) be the number of all the c-points, with
due count of multiplicity, of T(2) in the domain ,{: p] 2 [ }; let

N(p

and let

where

1 I 1log dt (a p <m(p, c)
T(pe-), c

T(pe-t), c] T(pc-t) c

v/(1 +[ T(pc-) [)(1 +[c [)
Then the equality

N(p, c) +m(p, c) -m( c) + log 1/1 /[ $ [
1 Ilgl/’1+ T(pe-t) dt
27

holds for every p with a p and every finite value c different from
; and here the left and right sides both converge to log /1/1 as
p becomes infinite.

Proof. If we now consider the function f()= T --/Z -then by reasoning exactly like that applied to prove Theorem 46 we
obtain
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1log T(oo )-c + Nr(p, c)---
where T(oo)- by the definition of Z(2); and the desired equality in
the statement of the present theorem is readily deduced from the just
established result. In addition, it is at once obvious that the left and
right sides of the desired equality both converge to logl+ ] as
p becomes infinite.

If, in the hypotheses of Theorem 49, c assumes the value
then the following theorem is valid.

Theorem 50. Let T(), a, and have the same meanings as
those in Theorem 49 respectively; and let

1 --log C_ dt (a< p<)-
[T(pe-),

on the assumption that the coefficients C_, in the expansion of
satisfy the hypotheses given in the statement of Theorem 47. Then
the equality

Nr(p, )+gf(p, )-log1+ I- log1+ T(pe-")

holds for eery p with <p< and its left and right sides both
eonerge to log i+l as p beeomes infinite.

Proof. Aeeording to heorem 47,

x(p, 0) +(p, 0)-
and here it is easily found that (p, O)-N(p, ) for every p with
aEp. Consequently we have

1 log 1 dt+ log C_ ]-k log p)+
[T(pe-")--, O]

log 1+ T(pe-")-- gt
2

so that

N(p, )- log T(pe-) lg+b IC_I-o

toBy adding

and right sides of the last equality, we can easily establish the
desired equality in the statement of the resent theorem. 8inee,

moreover, T(pe-)-=C_(pe it is verified by direct com-

putation that
(p, )2 log Vi+ (p),

and hence the left and right sides of the desired equality both tend
to logl+ as p becomes infinite.
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Theorem 51. Let T() and a be the same notations as above;
let the ordinary part of T() be a finite constant , not 0; and let

Then T(p) is not only a monotone decreasing function of p but
also a convex function of log

Proof. Let c denote any finite value; let (p, c) denote the
number of c-points, with due count of multiplicity, of T()in the
domain D{:p]l<=} with ap; let (,c) denote the
number ofc-points of T() at --, that is, let (, c) be k or 0
according as c equals or not, on the assumption that the coefficients
C_, in the expansion of () satisfy the hypotheses given in the state-
ment of Theorem 47, that is, on the assumption that the point at
infinity is a zero-point of order k of (); let C_;(,) denote C_, or
1 according as c equals or not; and let

2(p, c)-f (r, c)-(, c) dr-(, c) log p (a<p< ),

/(c)- log C-,(,) / log -c --(’)

Vl/lcl
where we may and do assume that I-c [--(’) equals 1 at c-,
Then there is no difficulty in showing that

N,(p, c) / m,(p, c) /P(c)
__N(p, c)+m(p, c)-m(, c)+log /+[ I (c)
tN(p, )/(p, )-log /1+ (c-- ).

By means of Theorems 49 and 50, we can therefore verify without
difficulty that

1__ N,(p, c)dw(c) +-- xm(p, c)dw(c) +T,(p)

1tt"" m(p,c)do)(c)is a positive constant irrespective of p andwhere

i II.(P’ c)dw(c),T which are contained in m(p, c). Putting Sr(p)--
it is found immediately from this equality that T[(p)--- 0 for

P
ap. Since, in addition, (p)logl/l+] (p), we obtain

p
and dT(P) =-S’(p)p. Here S(p) is a monotone decreasing func-

d(log
tion of p in the interval a<p< in accordance with the definition

dof (p, c), so that T(p) >__0 in that interval.
d(log p)-

The theorem has thus been proved.


